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K2 = exp2(D2)− exp2(N2)
0 %< )
 lα  lβ 
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(l1temp,B) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(K1+1,1)  1.5×D1 > 2K1+1 ×N1
(K1−1,0)  1.5×D1 < 2K1 ×N1






(K2+1,1)  1.5×D2 > 2K2+1 ×N1
(K2−1,0)  1.5×D2 < 2K2 ×N1
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(lΘ, lθ ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(lα , lα )  (N2 = 0)
(lβ , lβ )  (N1 = 0)
(lβ − (B&b), lα )  (lβ − lα =−1)
(lα − (B&b), lβ )  (lβ − lα = 1)
(lβ −1,0)  (lβ − lα = 0)
(min(lα , lβ ),min(lα , lβ )) 

(lΘ, lθ ) =
{
(lθ , lΘ)  (SD2 ∗SN2 	= SD1 ∗SN1)
(lΘ, lθ ) 

0 1< )
  Sθ˜ 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(S,S)  (N2 = 0)
(S,−S)  (N1 = 0)
(S∗Sign(lβ − lα ),S) 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0 6< )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0  lΘ = 0
2−lΘ 

(cθ˜ ,sθ˜ ) =
1
1+ t˜12




× (1− t˜22,2×SΘ˜× t˜2)
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ΔStep 3 = ΔλbitSub+Δλ+1InpNor+ΔL−Ckt 1
+ΔλbitAdd +Δ4InpMux
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AStep 3 = 3×AλbitAdd +3×Aλ+1InpNor
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AStep 4 = A2InpMux+AL−Ckt 1+A2InpXOR 2E3
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ACkt 1 = timesA4InpOr+ imesA3InpOr
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ΔApplyingRotations = 2×ΔOneGiven′sRotation
= 2× (ΔΛbitMultiply+ΔΛbitAdd +ΔΛbitScale)
22G
AApplyingRotations = 4×AOneGiven′sRotation
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ΔMultiply = ΔλbitAdd +ΔΛbitB−Shi f ter
+Δ2InpXOR+ΔΛbitAdd
22>
AMultiply = AλbitAdd +AΛbitAdd +Λ×A2InpXOR
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ΔScale = Δ32bitBShi f ter+Δ32bitSub
+Δ2InpMux+Δ32bitAdd +Δ2InpMux
+Δ32bitAdd +Δ2InpMux+Δ32bitAdd
= Δ32bitB−Shi f ter+4×Δ32bitAdd +ΔInv
+Δ2InpMux+24InpMux
= Δ32bitB−Shi f ter+4×Δ32bitAdd
+ΔInv+5×Δ2InpMux
222
AScale = A32bitBShi f ter+A32bitSub
+32×A2InpMux+A32bitAdd +32×A4InpMux
+A32bitAdd +32×A4InpMux+A32bitAdd
= A32bitB−Shi f ter+4×A32bitAdd +32×AInv
+32×A2InpMux+64×A4InpMux
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K2 = exp2(D2)− exp2(N2)
0 %< )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 lα  lβ 
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(l1temp,B) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(K1+1,1)  1.5×D1 > 2K1+1 ×N1
(K1−1,0)  1.5×D1 < 2K1 ×N1






(K2+1,1)  1.5×D2 > 2K2+1 ×N1
(K2−1,0)  1.5×D2 < 2K2 ×N1





  lθ  lΘ 
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(lΘ, lθ ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(lα , lα )  (N2 = 0)
(lβ , lβ )  (N1 = 0)
(lβ − (B&b), lα )  (lβ − lα =−1)
(lα − (B&b), lβ )  (lβ − lα = 1)
(lβ −1,0)  (lβ − lα = 0)
(min(lα , lβ ),min(lα , lβ )) 

(lΘ, lθ ) =
{
(lθ , lΘ)  (SD2 ∗SN2 	= SD1 ∗SN1)
(lΘ, lθ ) 

0 1< )
  Sθ˜  SΘ˜ 









(S,S)  (N2 = 0)
(S,−S)  (N1 = 0)
(S∗Sign(lβ − lα ),S) 

0 6< )










0  lΘ = 0
2−lΘ 

(cθ˜ ,sθ˜ ) =
1
1+ t˜12




× (1− t˜22,2×SΘ˜× t˜2)
0 7< )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